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January 2021
Dear Customer,
Brexit finally has a conclusion!
During the latter half of 2020 we undertook a comprehensive survey with each of our suppliers to confirm
their state of Brexit readiness and we remained confident that whatever the outcome we would be very
well positioned to mitigate any of the perceived difficulties. As you know, our suppliers are all established
names in the connector industry and, like us, they are very experienced when it comes to supplying
product globally.
Finally, the UK Government and European Union reached an agreement on the new relationship which
was then ratified by Parliament and EU member states. The transition period has now ended and the
provisions of the agreement are now in force.
It is fabulous news that we have now reached an EU trade deal. It really was destined to happen on
Christmas Eve wasn’t it?
What does that mean for customers of Lane Electronics? Simply put, no real changes to the high level of
service that you have become used to. If you import or export products in or out of the UK you will need
an Economic Operators Registration and Identification (EORI) number, as we said back in November. Other
than that, it’s business as usual.
We have had a dedicated international Import/Export department for many years which gives us a high
level of in-house, non-EU trading experience that will be useful moving forward and any remaining changes
as a result of Brexit are already accommodated by our and our suppliers’ standard procedures.
Lane Electronics would be very pleased to discuss your ongoing connector requirements so that, moving
forward with both Brexit and COVID, we have got you covered.
Yours faithfully

Nick Wheeler
Sales Director
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